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all, must be recognized in the moral nature of man, unless man
proven to be a part of nature. The editor's answer to Mr.
Conway's criticism, in the same number, expatiates on the
Oneness of Man and Nature, thus showing that humanity, culture and civilization are but a higher stage of the natural, and

is

that morality does not stand in contradiction

EDWARD

C.

HEGELER,

DR.

President.

PAUL CARUS,

Editor.

to,

but

is

an observ-

ing of and a conforming to the cosmical order of the All.

ERNST MACH.
a radical journal which holds that Religion and
Science, rightly understood, do not contradict each other. The apparent divergencies have arisen from the false dualistic conceptions of world and life;

The Open Court

Motiism—Xo

and the Conciliation of Religion with Science is to be found in
present and defend which is the main object of The Open Court.
MonisjH is that view which recognizes the Oneness of All-Existence.
As a Philosophy, Monism is the basis of modern science. It teaches that
one and the same. One
must agree with facts and be free from self-contradiction, constituting
a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
As a Religion, Monism teaches that the individual is a part of the whole.
The individual must conform to the laws of the All in order to live, in order
to live well and be blessed.
he religion of Monism thus becomes the scientific basis of Ethics which
truth

Ernst

is

truth can not contradict another truth.

is

Cog-

nition

regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the
cosmical laws of the All.
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is

an expression of organic
and

that of transformation

A conflict between our customary train of thought
and new events produces what is called the problem. By a subsequent
living organisms.

adaptation of our thought to the enlarged

field of

observation the

problem disappears and through this extension of our sphere of experience the growth of thought is possible. Thus the happiest ideas
do not fall from heaven, they spring rather from notions already
existing.
From this standpoint the narrow conception of egotistic
" The person" is comparable to an indifferent
views disappears.
and symblical thread on which are strung the real pearls of life
the ideas that make up the changing content of consciousness.
Humanity in its entirety is like a polyp plant; the material and
organic bonds of union have been severed, but by this freedom of
movement, the psychical connection of the whole has been attained in a

much

higher degree,

lishers' notices.

public institutions in the

which

adaptation, applies to thoughts just as well as to individuals or any

FR. HELBIG.

and 24 is a deeply philosophical essay, "The
Fool in the Drama," by Franz Helbig, another German scholar
whose works refer to the History of Civilization. In this essay
are shown in a delightful way the wisdom and the folly of the
fool in the drama, and his value, not only to the body politic, but
to the morals of human life. In the folly of the fool in the drama
we see our own folly; and the satire of the fool administered in
jest leaves a lesson behind it that makes us think seriously when
In Nos.

the laughter

22, 23

is

done.
E. p.
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AGNOSTICISM.
In No. 47.
By Moncure D. Conway
Mr. Moncure D. Conway, in reference to the philosophical
exposure of Agnosticism in the editorial article of Nos. 43 and 44 of
The Open Court, declares that the Unknowable cannot in the
Only weariness of wing can
least concern the religious nature.
have brought free thinkers to seek rest on this raft. Religion does
not follow abstract and vague gods, it follows Jesus, Buddha, Mary,
who may be known and loved. On the truth and moral value of
Mr. Conway concludes
these great figures, man can base his life.

with the remark that the ethical side of monism has not as yet
been made clear. Nature seems predatory and cruelly impartial

between good and evil. Adherents of error survive more comfortably and increase more extensively than the disciples of truth
May it not be more truly said that there is a moral law in man to
which nature must conform in order to be elevated and transfigured to a nobler existence? Mr. Conway's critical remark if it
were unanswerable from the standpoint of Monism would drive reigion and philosophy back into the dualism and supernaturalism of
.

former times.

And

truly the supernatural,

if it

is

justifiable at

on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lov^est in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies
scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views

at the root of the principle of evolution,

opment

is

because "organic devel-

necessitated in the direction of organic

power

to express

— to speak."
The reader should compare the views of Mr. Powell with Max
MuUer's essay on the subject of language, published in The Open
Court, Nos. 9-1 1 and 12-14, and lately republished. Max MiJller
defines thought as "addition and subtraction." What we add and
subtract is thought, which consists of (i) sensations, (2) percepts,
These four he claims to be insepera(3) concepts and (4) names.
E. P. Powell's definition of language is more combly united.
prehensive, including the communicativeness of the lower animals.
His view is different from Max Miil'er's, but by no means contrary.
is

For further information on the subject of language the reader
Monism and Philology, and Ludwig

referred to the editorial

Noire's

important

lished in No. 33.

essay

"The

Origin of

Reason," both pub-
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LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.*

number

BY. .4. BINET.

2,

i!

of

micro-organisms

aii/UK.

zoologists prefer to classify as belonging to the ani-

mal kingdom.*
We give below a list of the most important groups
of animal micro-organisms.

tention to the study of these beings, have collected a

great number" of interesting facts
life;

concerning their

but these facts have not yet been critically

ANIMAL MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Infusoria.

Mastigophores.

Sarcodines.

Sporozoa.

Ciliates.

Flaf^ellates.

Rhizoppds.

Gregarinida.

Suctoria (Suckers) Choanoflagellates.

examined and collated; thej' are scattered in reports
and publications of all kinds, where the psychologist
never dreams of looking for them. We shall endeavor
to

make him acquainted with a part of this wealth.
Under the name micro-organism are included

all

those beings which by reason of their extreme smallness and simplicity of structure represent the lowest
stages of animal or vegetable

life;

they constitute the

very simplest forms of living matter, and consist of

one single

Some

cell.f

inhabit fresh and salt waters, serving as food

for a great

many other organisms, or contributing by the

aid of their calcareous or silicious skeletons to the

formation of continents.

Others live as parasites

in

more

or

the organs of animals and plants, and induce

less serious disorders in the constitutions of the

organ-

isms they have penetrated. Others, again, acting like
ferments, produce important chemical modifications in
organic matter in the course of decomposition.

A great number of classifications for the methodical
arrangement of these beings has been proposed; but
not one of them is altogether satisfactory; and that
If a natural classification is always
stands to reason.
a complex piece of work in the case of the higher animals which differ from each other in important features
and between which a comparison can be instituted,
the difficulty attending the classification of simple or-

ganisms which present only the slightest differentiations

is still

The
them

more

into

made

is

that which divides

animal Micro-organisms or Protozoans and

vegetable Micro-organisms or Microphytes.

The
doms is
*

demarcation between these two kingfrom being well defined; there are a great

line of
far

Translation copyrighted.

tThe

doctrine of unicellularity in regard to the Infusoria has been upheld
by Sibold and KiiUiker; the majority of naturalists have conceded it

Heliozoa.

Coccidia.

Sarcosporidia.

Radiolarians.

Dinoflagellates.
.Cystoflagellates.

.

•

We

Myxosporidia.
Microsporidia

propose, now, to study the psychic life of these
or, to speak in more general terms,

lower organisms,
their

life of

Relation.

sion, the life of relation,

It is well

known

that the expres-

comprehends essentially two dis-

first, the action of the external world felt
by the organism: or sensibility; secondly, the reaction of the organism on the external world: or movement. It is customar}' to apply to the union of these
two properties the name irritability, which expresses
the reaction of the micro-organism upon exterior
It is therefore held, and with reason, that
forces.

tinct ideas:

every living cell is irritable, that is to say that it possesses the property of responding by movements to
the excitations which

it

suffers.

In admitting then that irritability

is

the founda-

and consequently also the
foundation of psychology, we must nevertheless guard
against comparing the autonomous cell of microorganisms to a simple irritable cell. Although the
tion of the life of Relation,

body

of these small beings

may

be equivalent to a

would be an error to believe that their
life of relation consists in a motory reaction consequent
upon exterior irritation. At the close of our investigasimple

cell, it

tions into the psychology of Proto-organisms

we

shall

see that, in these inferior beings which represent the

simplest forms of

difficult.

principal division

which botakingdom, but which

incertce sedis,

I.

The study of microscopic organisms has hitherto
been somewhat neglected by students of comparative
psychology. Naturalists who have devoted their at-

psychic

Science.

nists usually place in the vegetable

Translated from the French by

PART

A^^ith

life,

we

find manifestations of

an

in-

which greatly transcends the phenomena of
Thus, even on the very lowest
irritability.

telligence
cellular

rounds of the ladder of life, psychic manifestations are
very much more complex than is usually believed, and
the conception of cellular psychology which some very
»The best mark to distinguish the two kingdoms is the chemical nature of
the enveloping membrane: in the case of vegetable organisms, the enveloping
membrane is made up of a ternary substance, cellulose; while in animal organisms it is albuminoid in character.

1
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me

recent authors have formed, seems to
analysis of the most delicate of

a very crude

phenomena.

In the great majority of pluricellular animals, the
Relation is exhibited in a nervous system and
muscular system. In Micro-organisms the same
cannot be said to be the case: the greater part possess
neither a central nervous system nor organs of sense;
some even lack organs of locomotion. The functions
of the life of Relation are performed by the entire
mass of the body: many of the Protista, for example,
of

life

in a

have not a trace of an anatomically differentiated
visual organ; it is the entire protoplasm of the elementary organism that is excitable by light, as it is
In other Micro-organalso by heat or by electricity.
isms somewhat higher in the scale, a beginning of
differentiation may be seen to make its appearance,
giving birth either to some organ of sense or to some
organ of locomotion.

We

shall give a general description of these organs.

move

work of differentiaanatomy and

The study

of this first

tion

great interest to comparative

is

of

in the

physiology; no less interesting

is

to psychology.

it

Besides dwelling on these preliminaries of our work,
we shall have occasion to note new and interesting
facts.
I.

THE MOTORY ORGANS AND THE ORGANS OF SENSE.
Motility.

From

the schedule of the groups of ani-

mal micro-organisms which we have given,

it

will

be seen that they are subdivided into four classes,
the Infusoria, the Mastigophores, the Sarcodines and
The distinction between these classes
the Sporozoa.
depends on the existence and the nature of the motor
organs.

The

Infusoria comprise the protozoa that

move by

COURT.

microscopic animal which is found in abundance in
fresh water containing organic matter in a state of
putrefaction.
It has the aspect of a small gelatinous
mass, irregular, formed of a colorless substance, the

The chemical nature

protoplasm.
still

very imperfectly understood;

that

it

is

protoplasm

of
it

is

is

only knovs^n

the result of a mixture of albuminoid mat-

with an addition of water and mineral elements.
In the protoplasm of the amceba exists a small rounded
and refracting mass, containing one or two bright corters,

puscles in

interior;

its

this

small mass

is

called the

nucleus, and the corpuscles the nucleoli.

The form of the body of the amoeba is rendered
very irregular by the fact that certain parts of the
mass lengthen, and form short and rounded protubername of pseudoby means of these pseudopodia that the
animal moves; it emits them in the direction in which
it is going, then it retracts them, while other parts of
The whole body
the mass are in their turn elongated.
moves by creeping. The amoeba in moving has the
aspect of a drop of oil moving along. To explain the
mechanism of this movement, it must be supposed
that the extended pseudopod seizes some point of support with its free end, then, in contracting, draws the
But it is difficult
entire mass of the body up to this.
to understand what the cause of the elongation of the
pseudopodia is. It has been supposed that the protoplasm is endowed with great elasticity and that the
ances which are designated by the
podia.

It

elongation

is

the return of this substance to

is

That

tive form.

is

its

primi-

not the explanation given by M.

Rouget. The learned professor of the Museum has
been kind enough to write out the following note for
us, in which he recapitulates his opinion:
"Every time that a protoplasmic organism dies, or
subjected either to a strong electric excitation, or

the aid of vibratile cilia distributed in greater or less

is

number over their body.
The second class, the Mastigophores, comprises
those animals which move by the aid of flagella, that

high temperature (-+- 45° to -+- 50°) the
pseudopodia are retracted and re-enter into the mass,
which assumes a globular form; the same is the case
in the protoplasm of vegetable cells, the inter-cellular
reticulum of which breaks in receding, or else the mass
These
of protoplasm divides into spherical bodies.

,

is

to

say by the help of long filaments.
third class, the Sarcodines, comprises those

The

animals which

move by

the aid of pseudopodia; which

to a relatively

are projections of the substance of their bodies.

states

The fourth class, the Sporozoa,
the mode of multiplication: they

rigidity,

spores.

In the animals

of

is

characterized by

are reproduced by

this group,

the special

motor organs are wanting; these creatures therefore
generally move very little, or they present only movements of which the principles are unknown.

We

shall successively

describe the pseudopodia,

The formation

takes place chiefly in naked cells

— in

retraction are

and

like

it

analogues of muscular

the

represent the condition of

contraction in the protoplasm

maximum

—nevertheless the style

which is a protoplasmic formation, under the same conditions, remains in
It follows from this
a state of permanent retraction.
that the emission of the pseudopodia, their elongation,
cannot in any case be considered as a direct act of the
of the Vorticelles {^Carchesium')

contractility of the protoplasm.

the vibratile cilia and the flagellum.

The Pseudopod.

of

pseudopodia
cells lacking an

of

enveloping membrane, in the Sarcodines in general.
They can easily be studied in the Amaba princeps, a

"The production
most

difficult

of the

pseudopodia, one of the
my opinion, be ex-

problems, cannot, in

All protoplained, except in the following manner:
plasmic masses, and especially the amoeba, consist of

THE OPEN
an enveloping membrane

COURT.

all

ing granules in suspension.

vegetable species

"

From

the time of the apparition of a pseudopod, a

which penetrates
pseudopod and which seems to contribute to
gation.

that

It

is

is

visible

very evident that the liquid

is

into the
its

elon-

passive,

penetrates into the pseudopod only because,

it

pressed upon from
there.

I

sides,

all

it

finds less resistance

think that the (in appearance)

hyaline substance of the pseudopod

is

to

original

its

Add

the pseudopod re-enters into the mass.

me

state

to this

an amoeba of large dimensions, Amceba terrihas seemed to me that the most external mem-

that, in
cola, it

brane of the ectosarc showed stria of a granular appearance which may be identical with the stria or conthe ectosarc of the ciliated infusoria,

tractile fibrils of

(May

Stentor Spirostomcs, Bursaria, etc."

The pseudopod does

20, 1887.)

not represent a permanent,

differentiated organ of locomotion;

it is

produced by a

simple prolongation of the mass of the body, which

can take place at any point whatever, and when the
act of locomotion has been accomplished, this prolongation re-enters into the
leaving any traces of
species,
initial

for

traces

example
of

its

common mass

emission.

the Petalobiis

differentiation

without

In other animal
of

of the

Lachmann,
pseudopodia

have been observed; they alwa3's form at the same
point of the body, on a level with the anterior part;
but, in spite of this constant localization, the motor
organ has only a transitory existence; it is produced
at the moment it is needed, and disappears into the
mass of the body, when the movement has been executed.

In the Actinophrys there

gress: the

is

a

still

greater pro-

numerous pseudopodia emitted by

this ani-

mal, and which have the form of filaments, are perma-

nent organs with definite functions.

The

Vibratile Cilia.

The

vibratile cilia are short,

extremely thin, homogeneous filaments which are agi-

movement.

mollusks

of

the Protozoa,

The

ciliated.

cilia

and

found

also

of

in

in the larvae of

worms.

But

the Infusoria alone that are

it is

are distributed in various manners,

differing according to the species.

In the ho/oiricha,

they are distributed regularly over the whole surface
of the body,

and almost

all

have the same length;

in

the body, but they are unequal in length.

the contractility or the elastic tension of these

and returns

among

are

also a species

from a diminution
the point where it appears,

two modalities of the same property) in those parts of
the ectosarc where pseudopodia are not produced.
parts diminishes,

Coelenterates,

Cilia

when young, and

the Heterotricha, they also cover the whole surface of

with an increase of elasticity or of contractility (to

When

other Protozoa.

the

homogeneous

of hernia of the estosarc, resulting

of the elastic resistance at

129

character and enable them to be distinguished from

two parts,
or ectosarc, viscous and elastic, and the central liquid contents hold-

current of liquid

1

These are

To

this

group belong the Stetiiors which have long cilia inserted around a circular surface, extending almost to
the mouth.
This surface is a rotatory organ, analogous to that of the rotifers; it produces eddies in the
water and thus causes the flow of foreign bodies to the
mouth: these animals have the rest of their bodies
covered with fine cilia. In the Hypotricha the cilia
are located on the ventral surface of the body and aid
In the Peritricha, they form a cirin locomotion.
cular or spiral row on the anterior part of the body,
and lead to the mouth. This is observed in the Vorticels, sessile species which have no other cilia than
those which are used for the prehension of food; the
rest of the

body

is

bare.

Much

has been said about the morphological significance of vibratile cilia; several micrographists have
held that the cilia are attached to the enveloping mem-

brane only, and have no connection whatever with the
protoplasm. That was notabl}' the opinion of Robin;
The cilia are never simple proit is entirely wrong.
longations of the cuticle; they have their root in the
protoplasmic substance; they pass through orifices in
the cuticle, which consequently is pierced by a multitude of small holes. Engelmann, in recent observahas been able to trace the extremity of the vibratile cilia into the interior of the protoplasm; he made
tions,

observation on the marginal

this

nichia;

from each

of these threads

cilia of

the Stylo-

he has seen sep-

arate a pale fibre, which moves along almost directly
beneath the cuticle in a direction perpendicular to the
lateral edge of the body; towards the median line of
the ventral face the fibres are often laid bare, because
the body of this Infusory voids its protoplasmic substance; there the fibres have the aspect of tightened

threads.

Engelmann

sees in this observation a con-

distinctly

firmation of the opinion that the bodies of infusoria

organs of locomotion.
They have,
moreover, several functions: firstly, they enable the
animal to move about in the liquid; secondly, they

other observers, there exist also in vibratile cellules
filiform stria which seems to be a continuation of the

tated by a vibratory
differentiated

it as an organ of prehension; thirdly, they permit a renewal of the water which furnishes the neces-

serve

sary air for respiration to the animal; perhaps they
also serve as organs of touch.

Thevibratile

cilia

lend to the Infusoria their peculiar

are

formed

cilia,

of

one single

cell,

because, according to

and which traverse the protoplasm

of the cell

throughout its whole length.
We might add to this direct observation several
other facts showing that the vibratile cilia are indeed
Under the action of
prolongations of the plasm.

THE OPEN
re-agents

the cilia

act

like the cellular

protoplasm;

they are coagulated by the acids and dissolved by

weak

alkalies, while

the cuticle offers a greater resis-

tance to these same agents.

appendices are not without analogy
pseudopodia of naked cells; Dujardin, a
French naturalist, demonstrated this in 1835, although
efforts have since been made to bestow the honor of
Dujardin has
this discovery upon the Germans.
proved that the amoeboid movement and the ciliary
movement are only two manifestations of the con-

These

vibratile

with the

power of protoplasm. In fact, if instead
examining a pseudopod with lobed outline like that
of the amoeba, we observe the slender and filamentous
pseudopodia of the Foramenifera, we see that the extremity of the filament is agitated by the same vibratractile

of

movement

tory

as the vibratile cilium.

from the fine and delicate cilia
inform like a stilleto, which
have been called cirri, have been observed; moreover
these cirri are formed of agglutinated cilia; by the aid
of certain re-agents they have been dissociated.
All the transitions

to the large cilia, tapering

An

observation of a ciliated infusory, the Didiiiium

nasutum (see the illustration further on) made by M.
Balbiani, shows that the movement of the cirri is not
an involuntary
vibratile

movement

like that of the cilia of the

epithelium, with which

compared, but that

it

is

it has
often been
completely under the control

of the will of the animal, like the organs of
of

animals
"

much higher

locomotion

in point of organization.

The Didinium has two rows

of equal,

and rather

disposed transversely around
the body, in the form of two belts or crowns. The
rest of the body of this animal is entirely stripped of
strong, vibratile

cilia,

but

its

to execute

cilia,

double vibratory belt

suffices to enable

it

the most rapid and most varied evolutions

in the water.
Not only does it swim forwards and
backwards with perfect ease, but the progression in
both directions is always accompanied by a rapid rotatory movement of the animal about its longitudinal axis,
similar to that observed in other infusoria that have a
cylindrical body.
The two rows of cilia always act in
union during the locomotion, and the direction which
the animal gives to them, determines the direction in
which it wishes to move. In the movement for-

Fig.

1.— Didinium

na-
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THE OPEN COURT.
REMINISCENCES OF MR. ALCOTT'S CONVERSATIONS.
BY MRS. EDNAH
PART

Gentlemen and Ladies.*

—

D.

CHENEY.

I.

It is

a difficult task to give

in saying:
" For his highest conceit of a happiest state
live

is

upon acorns, and hear him talk
no man ever talked better,

gratis.

believe,

Each sentence hangs perfectly poised to a letter;
He seems piling words, but there's royal dust hid
In the heart of each sky-piercing pyramid."

This comparison to a pyramid is striking, because
most people think of Mr. Alcott's speech as more like
a free balloon, with no attachment to earth but I find
in an old letter this remark of a critic: "The company

—

that night formed a pyramid,
earth, but
Little

whose base was deep in
whose summit bathed itself in the clouds."
justice has been done to the keen sagacity,

the fine perception of character, the wit, the satire,
even, I may say, audacity of Mr. Alcott's speech, which

made

his conversation not only elevating, but exhilar-

ating, for these traits

were always

in

subordination to

the prevailing quality of high spirituality which left
the deepest impression upon you.
I find such expressions as these written at the time of hearing him:
" That atmosphere of thought was like sea air to an
invalid."
" Mr. Alcott's conversation

was a great deal to me,
It had the
same effect that Genius always does." "He was more
genial, more humane than I expected." Again, " There
is a sort of charm in his voice which, like the music
it

led

me

into the Universal, out of myself.

of a song, diverts the attention

from the words." And,
"I feel like a child with him, and am quite sure that
he will accept all with gentleness and forbearance."

At times he was a pure rhapsodist and carried you
along by the music of his thought and speech, which

was impossible to define.
"Sometimes Mr. Alcott talks

it

Theodore Parker

said:

an angel."
I think he never prepared himself by writing, or
made notes of what he wished to say or even to quote,
although he sometimes opened the conversation by
reading, but he sought to bring his mind into the right
like

condition for fruitful meditations.

He was wont

to

read his favorite authors, the philosophers Pythagoras,
Plato, Plotinus, etc., or his quaint old poets, Quarles or

Donne, Spencer or Herbert, and then as the day began
he took his walk around the Common, letting the bracing air and the glow of the sunset tune
his mind to harmony, and fill him with inspiration.
to decline

*

Read

Summer

at the

of 1888.

never cared to have any one speak to him before

the meeting opened.

any idea of Mr. Alcott's conversations to those .who
never had the happiness of listening to him, for he was
unlike every other in the charm and fascination of his
speech.
He delighted in conversation, and celebrated
it ever as the highest form of human expression. Lowell,
in the "Fable for Critics," has hardly caricatured him

Where they'd
And indeed, I

He
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Yet in the strict sense of the word, Mr. Alcott was
not a master of conversation, for his speech was mainly
a monologue, and he
tact with other minds,

was not greatly helped by coneven by the rich company which

he drew about him. He needed a listener rather than
an interlocutor. He once said to me: "I wish I had
some one with infinite leisure and unbounded patience
to listen to my journals," and he liked the same for
his speech.
He wanted to hear the echo of his own
thought from another mind, but he liked as well that
it should be reflected back to him unchanged, as to
have it remoulded by another's personality. He was
little helped by opposition or criticism
it seldom
struck out sparks to hammer upon him, but rather he
was deafened and deadened by the concussion. He did
not seek debate, but communion. He never came to
a close grip with an antagonist, he always had a protecting space about him, an air cushion which neutralized the effect of the blows. Yet there was nothing
overbearing in his manner, this very buoyant atmosphere made every one feel freedom as if he were floating and lield by no barriers, except the impossibilities

—

of arriving

He

anywhere

for

want

of assistance.

often repeated his thought, even in precisely

same form and words, and

it

always had a cer-

tain freshness of originality, and those

who really entered

the

into his

He

yet

mind found him always suggestive and fresh.
"No book is worth reading that is not as

said:

fresh the thousandth time as the first," and his state-

ments were so full of meaning, that after many hearings you often found yourself puzzling over them with
new interest in the explanation. I was delighted to
find young people of the second generation feeling the
same charm in his conversation that we had done,
when we sat as young girls at his feet.
Yet it was inevitable that he should sometimes find
himself unable to sustain his angelic flights, and should
mount a hobby which he rode over the level ground.
The repetition of talk on his favorite themes of Temperament, Complexion, Diet, became wearisome to his
hearers, especially to those

who

only perceived the

outward features of the subject, and by no means recognized the wide relations which they held in Mr.
Alcott's mind. There was always in the company some
one to whom his treatment of these topics was new,
and who, taking them in their most literal sense, combated his views with superficial arguments, so that the
weariness of the discussion was due more to his opponents than to himself. The meat-eater was unwilling to be classed with beasts of prey, and the darkhaired man did not understand being called a demon,
and the round of explanation had to be gone through
with again and again. He was too much in earnest in
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his thought to turn

deep

My own

away from the discussion of these
full of deep meaning to him.

which were

topics,

first

recollection of Mr. Alcott

is

of

one

conversation heard in his house in Beach street, which

must have been between the years 1838 and 1840. I
was a mere school-girl and went with an older friend
who admired and valued him. I was entirely befogged
and gained nothing from the conversation but a certain personal impression of dignity and power, which
inclined me to hear him again when the right time
came. I remember that walking home with my father,
I remarked that I could not understand his denying
the miracles, which seemed to me a perfectly reasonable exercise of power by a personal God.
I did not hear him again for about ten years, when
I began to attend his conversations and to make abIn opening, he said: "We must destracts of them.
vote the

first

evening principally to forming acquaint-

We

must grope and blunder, and in some
moment the inspiring light will come to some mind,
and perhaps four or five happy episodes will be all we
In the course of
shall get from the conversation."
these remarks Mr. Alcott said: "Words, if rigidly adhered to, become tombs of thought"; whereupon some
ance.

"

one suggested that then " dictionaries are grave-yards!
Mr. Alcott said, he hoped we should go struggling on,
we might possibly get into so deep waters of thought
that we should drown therein, but he hoped not, "at
any rate he had rather drown in a sea of ideas than of
words."
By way of commencement he read Plato's Parable
of Man, as a figure with a hundred heads of bird and

which represented the desires; then the figure of
a Lion which was Anger; and then the figure of a Man;
and he who Loves justice gives the rule to this man

beast,

meaning

truths; conscience,

which perceives laws,

inspiration or intuition.

Mr. Parker asked him to define Understanding and
He declined, saying: "God only can define,

Reason.

Man

can only confine!" Well, will you confine them

then? said Mr. Parker.

When

the conversation turned to language, Mr.

Alcott said:

"All language

what we will have
whole experience
tions can

make

it

to

fluent,

at

a

word means

the time,

of life to explain

condition to receive

"He

is

mean

it needs the
and no definiconvey the thought to one not in a

it

it,

liable to

misun-

a certain fine

in

moved

us

to laughter.

all

He

did so this evening,

closing by accepting

Mr. Alcott's definition of the
object of man's culture "being to free him from institutions," and asking, "what methods would help to
this end?"
Instead of answering this question, Mr. Alcott
spoke of conversation and said: "I wish you constantly to draw me from the centre to the surface, into
Here sits a man
the region where men buy and sell.
whose blessing or curse it is, that he dwells in the
region of the Ideal, he cannot come down to the region
Will
of the Understanding, he has no common sense.

you not take

Among
who

his case kindly into consideration?"

those present was

Wm.

Henry Channing,

helped Mr. Alcott more than any one,
were John W. Brown, who always compre-

usually

unless

it

But when Mr.
he used words
"You do, and I

hended and sympathized with him.
Alcott once appealed to him to know
vaguely, Mr.

Brown

if

frankly replied:

should not understand you if I did not already know
your theories." Mr. J. F. Clark was also present at
the conversations.

the

company was

a

German

much

of

learn-

and excessively critical who once
Mr. Alcott for having perhaps said too

ing, but skeptical

apologized to

much and

hurt the conversation.

Alcott, very coolly,

"do not be

"Oh!"

troubled,

upon the whole, but you have helped

as

I

said Mr.

don't

much

know

as

you

have hindered."
But the subject which never failed to puzzle his
audience and to draw out much questioning and phil-

was his favorite theory of the Temperaments
and Complexions and their illustration in the Angelic
and Demonic Man. It was not pleasant to those who
had inherited the brunette complexion and dark hair
of Southern ancestors, to hear this fair, blue-eyed, lighthaired man calmly class them as demons, which word
istinism

they took, not, in

German

A

its

Socratic sense, but as our

ancestors used

own

it.

dark-eyed lady once said to him after such a

conversation, "I believe your theory, Mr. Alcott, but

it."

followed this theory and often put his

"Taken

was a favorite expression of his used of old
words which were to express new ideas.
While Theodore Parker admired Mr. Alcott and
recognized his peculiar value, he was not helpful to
him in the conversation on account of their very different intellectual methods.
Yet Mr. Parker would
sum up the whole talk of the evening in a masterly
manner, showing how each person had brought out
some necessary phase of the question, and presenting
such a curious contrast between his definite statement,
and the floating mist which had appeared before, as

Among

This was discussed by Miss Elizabeth Peabody, Mr.
Parker, and by Mr. Scherb, a very brilliant German
lecturer, then in Boston.
He then gave some phrases as: instincts, which desire; understanding, which apprehends; fancy, which
images; reason, which comprehends; imagination,

words which made him

sense,"

over the beasts.

which seizes

into

derstanding from others.

own

I

don't like to think

I

belong to the Demons."

"Oh!

XHK OPEN
Mrs.

!"

he replied, "there are

than you, there

is

many shades

he was thus discoursing once, as I felt a senmy friends, the Negroes, I said, " Swedenborg says, the Negroes are the most beloved of all
the races in Heaven.'"
"That is very kind in Mr.
Swedenborg," was the answer which stopped all comment.
But the most remarkable passage of arms that I
remember was with the late Col. Greene. Col. Greene
was a master of the art of logic and almost rivaled
Socrates in his skill in winding an adversary up into
a complete snarl.
Of course, he was quite antipathetic
to Mr. Alcott.
On one occasion, Mr. Alcott described
'

it

was point

for point a portrait

Greene, then Reverend and not Colonel, who
" The demonic man is strong,
sat directly before him.
of Mr.

he has dark hair and eyes, his eye
great energy, strong

will.

The company

is full

is

he has
and loves

of fire,

logical,

The demonic man smokes,
made the application,

disputation and argument.
etc."

He

silently

but Mr. Greene said, "But has not the demonic

man

"

Oh, yes!" said Mr. Alcott, "the demonic
man is good in his place, very good, he is good to
build railroads, but I do not quite like to see him in
pulpits, begging Mr. Greene's pardon."
his value?"

by wheelbarrow.

sounds conceited to hear a poor man boast of
having lived a life of luxury, and yet I make that boast.
It

When

man and
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darker

the Negro."

sitiveness {9r

the demonic
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make

I

it,

trust,

I

with becoming modesty, but after

The sentiment

with pride.

is not original with me;
from Robert Burns, who, with much other
valuable instruction, taught me "the luxury of being
independent." Independent in soul, he meant, for
neither of us was ever independent in body that is,
free from poverty and the threateningsof its ministers,
cold, hunger, and care.
To be sure, I was born rich.
I came into the world with a large capital in the shape
of health and vitality to my credit in the bank, and
although it has been greatly wasted and impaired by
nTany follies, I feel that there is quite a fund still subject to my order.
I have worked from dawn till dark
at the hardest kind of labor, with pick and shovel and
wheelbarrow. I have unloaded lumber from ships;
I have carried bricks and mortar in a hod, up, up,
ladder after ladder, as high as the top-gallant mast of
a man-of-war, and all for scanty wages, but I was
proud of the health and strength that enabled me to
do it; and the consciousness that I was a free citizen

all
I

borrow

it

—

whose vote was equal
lionaire,

of

made

life

When

enjoyment.

in

power

the low-caste party, and fought

venient occasion he had a string of questions arranged

not only

so artfully that while

beginning very simply, they

would inevitably lead to a reductio ad absurdiun, if Mr.
Alcott answered them frankly, according to his theory.
Mr. Alcott replied with a simple affirmative or negative as Mr. Greene had planned, until the company

began

and that if the ne.xt
must be, Mr. Alcott
would be driven to the wall. The question was put,
but instead of the simple answer, Mr. Alcott began to
talk, and that most delightfully.
He soared higher
and higher, as if he had taken the wings of the morning, and brought us all the glories of heaven.
I believe none of us could tell what he said, but we listened in rapture. Mr. Greene sat with one finger
crossed upon another waiting for a pause to put in his
question, but the time never came, his opponent was
borne away in a cloud far out of sight.
I always queried whether this was intentional, or
whether his good angel carried him away, but Louisa
said, "O, he
knew well enough what he was
to perceive his intention,

question were answered as

it

about."

These anecdotes may appear trivial, but they show
Mr. Alcott's keenness of wit and sagacity, and his remarkable power of saying the most cutting things
without wounding those to
^

whom

To be concluded.

he talked.

winters, too.

that of the mil-

the high-caste part}' challenged

the low-caste party to fight

Mr. Greene took the thrust ver}' pleasantly but
sharpened his weapons for a retort. On the first con-

all

to

not only worth living, but a revelry

summer, but

When

they sometimes did,

it

out,

I
it

stood by

my order,

out on that

line,

summers, and four
the bullets knocked me over, as
I let the doctors patch me up
for four

again, and came forward for another round.
At the
end of the dispute it was my supreme luxury to "stand
up stiddy in the ranks," as the low-caste banner went
up and the high-caste banner came down, and I saw

the flag of slavery furled for ever.

proposed that

It is

now

seriously

no more.
A large quantity of self-conceit was knocked out of
me some time ago by my favorite paper, The Chicago
Tribune. With surprise and consternation I saw that
it had gone over to the Tory party.
It insisted that I
should be degraded, and deprived of the right to vote.
This, not for any crime that I had ever done, but because of my caste and my poverty. In the creed of
Toryism it is shameful to work for 'a living, and poverty is the unpardonable sin.
The argument of The
Tribune was contained in what is called a "lay sermon," preached by one of its editorial writers before
the Chicago Philosophical Societ}^ With high-class
exultation it proclaimed in big headlines that the lay
sermon consisted of "plain truths told in cold English."
The description was only half correct. The argument
was "cold" enough, cold and bitter as the northern
blast; but the "truths" of it were false, in morals, in
politics, and in religion.
I

shall vote

THK
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While I was reading this lay sermon three wonders grew up in my mind.
First
That any woman
could be " cold " enough to preach it. Secondly What
sort of philosophy was taught in
that Society?

—

Thirdly

—What

—

belonged to it?
Had they possessed one spark of true philosophy they
would have hung down their heads in mortification to
hear a woman plead in the name of social science for
the starvation of the poor man's child.
I do not like to
believe that any woman ever said what I here quote
from the report of that lay sermon in The Tribune.
It is unnatural for any woman to scold at "Christian
charity," or any other kind of charity, especially
charity to

little

sort of philosophers

children:

Few recognize the influence of what we call "Christian
charity " in drawing these irresponsible men to and keeping them
in

our

They gather like crows around
"O we cannot let them

cities.

a carrion, and indus-

trious people say,

them

Why

starve?

How

not?

Cannot

let their

children starve!

Why not? What right has any woman to be the mother of children whose father refuses or neglects to provide for them? The
governor of this world lets innumerable creatures die of want. It
by letting some die that he teaches others
no right to interfere with his arrangements.

is

The human

shivers in

soul

"cold" blasphemy as
lieve that a
I

don't

woman

know

that,

uttered

to live,

and we have

and again

I

refuse to be-

it.

that lady editor, but in the following

very straight at me, as if she had
taken particular notice of me when I first walked into
the town:

paragraph she

fires

By what rule of right does any man, entering a city with no
more than his clothes, assume political equality with him who has
dwelt there, and given time and labor to build and maintain that
city?

Whether

this

lay preacher

is

a large

woman

or a

small one,

is uncertain, but I defy Mr. Sullivan, of
Boston, to hit a man harder than that. I came into
the city in just that way, with nothing but my clothes;
is, if you call the man inside the clothes nothing.
"Gentlemen of the jury, do you find the prisoner

that

guilty or not guilty?" said a rural justice of the peace
" Guiltier than a dog," replied the

at a recent trial.

foreman.
dog."

And

that's the

way

I feel,

just the

I

same

as

if

I

were President

of

the Board of

Trade.

of likening a city

company, and logically
advocacy of the cumulative vote. She
would give Mr. Potter Palmer a thousand votes, and
me none, on the following principle:
iary profit, such as a railroad
into the

falls

one owning loo shares in a railroad has loo votes, while he
share has but one vote, and he who owns no share
has no vote, by what rule of ethics does a man who owns no share
in a city vote as often or oftener than he who owns loo shares?
If

who owns one

Having demanded

that voting in cities shall be the

exclusive privilege of property owners, she rails with

passionate eloquence against "the bald impertinence

which enables aiiy poor man to claim or exercise the
power to control the property of his rich neighbor,"
meaning the exercise of the right to vote.
It is a

ical

pity that the philosophers of the Philosoph-

Society did not show to the lecturer that the

rights of persons as well as the rights of things are in-

volved in city government.
comfort, and security of

all

The

lives, health,

peace,

the people are included in

the city administration, and these far outweigh in so-

importance mere considerations of
of all the children is also a
duty laid upon the city, but this very education is, no
doubt, one of the wrongs against property of which
the preacher complains. Toryism has always protested
Let their children
against the education oL the poor.
grow downward and travel backward rather than make
education a tax upon the firm of Plutus, Croesus, Dives
and Company. That poor children should learn any-

and

political

property.

thing at

The education

all is

a " bald impertinence."

Fortunately, the Tories are not yet in power in

Chicago, and our children can^still go to school. My
daughter in the twelfth class has already learned

little

more about the constituents of a city than this reformer
and her philosophers appear to know. She learned it
in what she calls a "piece" which she had to recite
from one of the school books. She declaimed it for
my instruction a few nights ago, in what I suppose to
be the style of Henry Irving when at his best. It goes
something

like this:
"

"Guiltier than a

earned an honest living, but with no
more capital than a shovel and a wheelbarrow. I had
the wickedness to vote right along, year after year,
True,

She

purely a financial question."

corporation to a private corporation formed for pecun-

cial

the breeze of such

of a cit}' is

makes the common mistake

also

let

does their starving come to be any

Oh, but you cannot

business of yours?

starve."

ment

What

constitutes a State?

Not high raised battlement, or labored mound,
Thick wall or moated gate;
Not mansions proud with spires and turrets crowned;
Not banks and boards of trade,
Nor stock-yards, oleaginous and wide.

Where pigs to pork are made.
Where Bridgeport shanties waft perfume

to pride.

Speaking of city evils, the lady editor says that the
remedy for them consists in the passage of "laws by
which no one but the owners of property shall have a
vote in the city government." She also says that in

mortar, the bonds and mortgages, the piles of grain

municipal elections "no issue is involved save that of
levying and distributing taxes," and that "the govern-

and the stocks of goods, the street cars and the wooden
pavements; all these constitute but an inferior por-

No; men, high-minded men.
These constitute a State."

And

the

same

rule applies to a city; the bricks

and
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tion of Chicago.

women and

The

eight hundred thousand men,

children are

its

greater elements, and their

welfare rises higher than the materialism represented

Tested by the instincts of nature the polay sermon snaps like a brittle
Over there is a tenement rookery, and close

in taxation.

iitical morality of this

thread.

beside

a millionaire's palace, filled with

it

wealth of

Ormus and

The firemen

" all the

are both on

fire.

direct all their efforts to save the

furniture.

its

firemen that there
rookerj^,

They

care nothing for the worthless old tene-

ment house, but
palace and

of Ind."

is

Now

let

somebody

tell

the

a child in the third story of the

and instantly they leave the palace

to its fate

is the safety valve of American society.
So long as I
have equality of rights and opportunities I will never
complain that my neighbor is rich while I am poor.
Take away the ballot from the workingmen, and instead of a police force you would need an army to
preserve your privileges and your property. So long
as the ballot is impartial, property is safe from revo-

they go at the peril of their
child.

As one

own

exist

we

without dragging

Toryism in America is folly. The boon that
The Tribune seeks would be its own destruction. If
it could have its way and disfranchise all the workingmen, the value of the fine building on the corner of
Stocks
Madison and Dearborn would depreciate.
would fall, and there would be such a " shrinkage in
tionist.

values" as this generation has not seen.

The

ballot

of our
try to

ETERNITY.
Jr.

Along the waste of chaos, from its source
Beyond the limit of the realm of mind,
Rushes resistless in a whirling wind
The mighty tumult of an aimless force.
Great clouds of star-dust

rise

along

its

course,

And on a settling atom left behind
Beings are formed, with power of thought combined
With love and hate and pity and remorse.
They plan and toil and struggle, sell and buy,
Make war among themselves and take to wife,
While generations pass and multiply.

The little creatures wage their little strife
Looking with longing on their little sky
In expectation of eternal

life.

Washington, D. C.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

will care to

artisan talent, are permitted to vote, the Tories
exclaim like the fools of Israel, " Give us a king to
rule over us."
So long as I have the ballot I am the friend of
order; take it away from me and I become a revolu-

Deprive us
and we shall then

the rich.

ballot,

Louis Belrose,

appears at the

know. The man who owns that factory
round the corner employs four hundred men. On
Monday morning he shows them raw material worth
They put their labor on it,
five thousand dollars.
and when Saturday night comes, it is worth
He pays the men five
thirteen thousand dollars.
thousand dollars, keeping three thousand as his
own reward for brain work, care, anxiety, interest on capital, taxes, insurance, and the risk of a
falling market. Will it be pretended that in this three
thousand dollars the workmen have not paid their own
taxes and their employer's too? Because the men who
own all the laboring muscle of the city, and all the

now

equalize conditions by the sword.

it,

way.
Besides all this, the workingmen not only build the
Do the Tories wish
city, but they pa}' the taxes too.
Before the debate is ended
to discuss that question?
they will learn more of political economy than they

down

moral weapon, the

and carries it tenderly down the ladThus the pulsations
der, ten thousand people cheer.
of the human heart break to pieces the mere mathematics of life, and nature itself proclaims that the
poorest baby is of more consequence than brown stone
fronts four stories high.
Here all philosophies give

window with

social inequalities that

remove by moral forces, and
the laws, by lifting up the poor

shall struggle to

the amelioration of

lives to save the vag-

of the heroes

The

lutionary violence.

and rush to save the child. It is vain to assure
them that the child is a vagrant's child, and that it
ought to die in justice to the taxpayers. " Lay sermons" are useless now; through the fire and the smoke
rant's
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CHAPTER

^jr/.— Continued.

Prince was sitting silently
by Use's side, and the gentlemen present were engaged in passing indignant judgment on the arbitrary
management of the Vatican Library, Use proposed to
him to look over a work that her husband had bought,
containing good portraits of famous men of learning
and artists. They went to examine it by a lamp in

One evening

as the

the next room, and the Prince looked at the portraits
with languid interest. " Of many of them I only know,"
began Use, " what my husband has told me; I have
not read their books, and of the beautiful things they

have painted and composed,

"That
estly, "

is

it is

just

my

I

know

but

little."

case," replied the Prince, hon-

only about the musicians that

I

know

any-

thing."
" Yet

it is a pleasure to look at their portraits,"
continued Use; "one judges from them what the character and merits of these men may have been, and

when one

asks any person

who knows more, one

finds

one's views sometimes confirmed and sometimes erroneous. That seems to make us like the men and be* Translation copyrighted.
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•come intimate with them, and

we

"

Not exactly," replied the Prince.
She then explained to him the whole day's work
of the dairy.' "This was the result: I took it in hand
myself, learned the work thoroughly, and thus was

seek for oppor-

making acquaintance with their works of
art and learning.
I long to know more about them.
But when one has read about a great man, and after a

tunities of

time sees his picture, then his face appears like that
•of a dear friend."
"Do you like to read?" asked the Prince, looking up.
" I am beginning to like it," replied Use; " but unJearned heads do not take in serious things at once,
especially when they excite earnest thoughts."
" I do not like to read," replied the Prince; "at
Jeast in the way in which it is pressed upon me.
It is
tedious to me, for I have never learned anything
thoroughly, and I know nothing well."
He said this with bitterness. Use was shocked at
the confession. " Your Highness will find that that
will change now,
you will have such excellent oppor-

—

tunities here."
" Yes," replied the Prince, " from
Jiing,

and one thing

when

the lectures are over."

after another.

I

morning

am

till

eve-

always glad

Use regarded the young Prince sympathizingly.
" That is very unfortunate for your Highness. Is
there nothing that you would care to know or possess?
no collection of minerals or butterflies, or of rare books
or engravings, like the Doctor over there has? In this
way one can find enjoyment the whole year, and while
collecting these valuable things one learns a great
deal."
" If I wish to have an3-thing of the kind I can have
any quantity of them collected," replied the Prince;
" but to what end? I have alread}' so many things
•about me.
If I were to express a wish to collect minerals, everybody about me would be in a state of excitement, and it would either be forbidden or I should
have a whole collection brought into the house."
" That indeed is of no use," said Use, p'ityingly;

" the only pleasure

is in looking after each individual
no man can know all, but everyone
should have something which he understands thoroughly.
If I may venture to compare my insignificant life
with the important one that awaits your Highness, I
should like to tell you my own experience. When my
good mother was laid on her deathbed I was quite a
young girl, but I wished to take her place in the household.
I found, however, that I was quite at a loss
what to do. I did not even know whether the people
were industrious or lazy; I did not understand how to
do anything, and if it was done badly I could not teach
them better. One evening I sat discouraged and angry
with myself, and I believe I wept. Then my good
father said,
You should not undertake so much at
•once, you should first learn some one thing accurately.'
Then he took me into the dairy. Does your
Highness know what that isi""

thing one's

self;

'
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able to judge the maids.

I

learned everything about

the cows accurately, and which was the best kind for
.

and why;

for every species does not thrive every
soon became ambitious of making good
butter and cheese.
I obtained information from those
who were skilled in it, and sometimes read a book
about it. Then I conferred with my father about improvements, and just when I came away we were
thinking of getting a new machine instead of our large
wooden churn. It is now set up; it is said to be very
good, and to make good butter; but I have not seen
it.
Does your Highness know anything about churnus,

where.

I

ing?"
" No," replied the Prince.

Use described the process to him as far as she
and continued: "When my father made up his
books at midsummer, it was my pride that the dairj'
produce should every year increase in amount; but I
was provoked that my father laughed at mj' small
profits; he valued the cows for other reasons."
Use
gave a slight explanation on this point, and then continued: " From this time, 3'our Highness, I felt quite
at home in the world. Now, if I go to a factory, I find
mj'self looking upon it as another kind of dairy, and
when state revenues and government expenditure are
talked of, I compare them with our house and farming
accounts. But it is very silly in me to talk to your
Highness about butter and cheese."
The Prince looked frankly into her eyes. " Ah
kind lady," he said, "yours has been a happy life; I
have never been so fortunate as to be able to enjoy
quietly what I like. From morning to evening I have
been in leading-strings, and passed on from one person
to another.
When, as a child, I went into the garden,
the governess or tutor was always there, and when I
ran or jumped about on the grass, I was to do it in a
becoming manner; once, when I wished to turn a
somersault, like other boys, it excited the utmost dismay, on account of its indecorum. Every moment it
was said, that was not befitting a Prince,' or, this is
not the proper time.' When I came out of my room I
was stared at by strangers, and had always to take notice of them and bow to them; I was told with whom
I was or was not to shake hands, and who I was or
was not to accost. Every day passed thus. One was
always to use empty forms of speech in three languages, and every day the uppermost thought was,
whether one had conducted one's self well. Once I
and my sister wished to lay out a little garden; immediately the head gardener was called 10 dig and
plant for us, thus all our pleasure was spoilt.
Then
could,

'

'
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we wished

and had thought of a
it was foolish trash,
and that we must learn a play by heart, with French
modes of speech, in which the children always exclaimed how dearly they loved papa and mamma,
whilst we had no mother.
In this training for mere
show my childhood passed. I assure you I know
nothing thoroughly, and though I remain here at study
forever, I feel that it can do me no good, and I shall
to act a little plaj',

nice piece; again

we were told

that

enter the world a very useless being."
" Ah, that is sad," exclaimed Use, with deep sym-

pathy; "but
courage.

I

It is

many men

entreat of your Highness not to lose

impossible that the

of the highest capacity

life

here,

among

so

and worth, should

not be beneficial to you."

The Prince shook

his head.

"

Think what a future lies before your Highness,"
continued Use. ' Ah, you have every reason to be
brave and confident. Your office is the highest on
earth.
We others work, and are happy if we can only
preserve one human being from evil; but you will have
the welfare and lives of thousands in your power.
What you do for schools and learning through the selection of good or bad teachers, and your decisions as
to peace or war, may ruin or make the whole country
happy.

When

I

think of this exalted vocation,

and
do your utmost

I

feel

would implore you on
my knees to
to make yourself a worthy
prince.
Therefore, the best advice for you is, that
}'ou should be willing to learn even what is wearisome
to you.
For the rest, have confidence in the future:
you will yet have pleasure in life, and a feeling of
worth and capacity."
The Prince was silent; for every allusion to his
future position as Sovereign was forbidden at Court,
and even less than others was the heir to the throne
a deep respect for you,

I

allowed to indulge in such a thought or cherish such
a hope.

"I hear lectures enough," said the Prince,
" but

at last;

wish tRat I might have been brought up by a
country gentleman, as you have been."
They returned to the gentlemen, and the Prince
paid much attention to their conversation during the
rest of the evening.
When he went away, Use said
to her husband: "There is one who has what would
make thousands happy, yet he is unhappy, for they
have bound up his honest heart in leather like an automaton. Oh, be kind to him, Felix; open your soul
to him, that he may gain some of your confidence and
power."
Her husband kissed her, and said, "That will be
easier for you to do than for me.
But he has himself
suggested the right thing; three years with your father
would be the best training for him and his country."
At breakfast the following morning the ChamberI
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lain took the

newspapers from the hand

1137
of the lackey;

the Prince was sitting silently at table, playing with a
tea-spoon, and watching a fly which was disrespect-

make its way from the edge of the
cream-jug into the princely cream. As the written
instructions imposed upon the Chamberlain the duty
of guarding the Prince from all dangerous reading
by that was meant all discontented newspapers and
improper novels he thought it best to give him the
inoffensive "Daily Gazette," whilst he himself took
fully trying to

—

up a loyal paper, in order to examine the court news,
and accounts of promotions and the bestowal of decorations.
He had long finished his reading, but the
Prince was still engaged with his shellfish and oysters^
The Chamberlain observed with regret how little interest his young Highness took in the course of the
world. An acquaintance of the Chaimberlain had
been promoted to be master of the horse, another
announced his betrothal, and he did not fail to draw
the attention of the Prince to this news; but the latter

only smiled in his absent-minded way.

The Chamberlain then entered upon his next duty:
he reflected upon the programme of the day. As it
was incumbent upon him to make the Prince acquainted with the novelties in art and literature in the
city, he waited impatientl}' till the Prince had done
with the "Daily Gazette," in order to obtain informaAt last the Prince intertion from it on these points.
rupted his cogitations by saying to him, "Mention is
made here of a permanent exhibition of agricultural
implements; what is there to see in such exhibitions?"
The Chamberlain tried to explain, and was de-

make a proposal to visit this exhibition.
The Prince expressed his assent by a slight nod, looked
lighted to

and went up to his room to go through
morning course: one for the science
of politics, one for mythology and aesthetics, and one
for tactics and strategy; then he accompanied his atat his watch,

his three hours'

tendant to the exhibition.

Even

was bored as he followed
through the great rooms, in which
stood countless inexplicable machines. The agent of
the manufacturers began his explanations; the Chamberlain asked such questions as would show a fitting
love of knowledge; the Prince went patiently from one
unintelligible object to another, and heard something
At last, at the great
of plows, scarifiers and rollers.
threshing-machine, the expounder had to call a workman to bring a step-ladder, by ascending which they
would be enabled to admire the internal mechanism.
The Prince left this labor to the Chamberlain; played
meanwhile with his lorgnette, and asked the agent, in
the Chamberlain

his 3'oung master

the low tone in which he was wont to speak:

"Have you any

butter-machines?"
"Yes," was the reply, "several different kinds."
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made

his

custom,

re-

The Prince then quietly turned his attention to the
great threshing-machine, and learnt to value the beau-

the Prince, placed his slippers for him, and

arrangement by which it threw out the straw into
an invisible hayloft. At last they came to the row of
machines on which he had set his heart the modern
successors of the old time-honored churn. There
they stood beside each other the little hand-churn,
by which, if the assertion of the guide was to be
trusted, a housewife could make her butter in an incredibly short time; and the great machine, which
could work sufficient to supply the needs of the largest

mained

tiful

—

—

was described to the Prince how the cream,
in, was put in quick circular motion,
and how, as a result of this, the butter was separated
He had already heard this much
from the milk.
more agreeably told; but it gave him pleasure to see
the advantages of the modern invention, and he bedairy.

It

when poured

came thoroughly convinced

To

of its superiority.

the

astonishment of his attendant he asked intelligent
questions, and took hold of the crooked handle, endeavoring to turn it a little, but withdrew his hand
with an embarrassed smile. At last he inquired about
the price. The Chamberlain had rejoiced at the laudable desire of knowledge which his young master had
shown, but was much humiliated when the Prince

turned to him and
think?

I

"For the sake

French,

said, in

have a mind

to

of turning

buy

"What do you

this little

machine."

the handle," thought the

Chamberlain, with an inward shrug of the shoulders.
"How is it that your Highness takes an especial
interest in this?"

"It pleases me," replied the Prince, "and
to buy something of the man."

one

ought

The

pretty machine

was bought,

carried to the

Prince's apartments, and placed in his study. Towards
evening, whilst the Prince was taking his music lessons, the machine had tb appear in the report which
the Chamberlain prepared for the reigning Prince.
The writer extolled the interest which his Prince had

shown in the useful implements of German agriculture.
But seldom had it been so difficult to the poor Chamberlain to perform the duty of a true courtier,
it

behooves

to

suppress his

to gloss over agreeably

own
what

personal

bow

and stopped the departure
of the servant by thus accosting him: "Kriiger, you
must do me a favor."
"What are your Highness's commands?"
"Obtain for me to-morrow morning early, without
any one seeing you, a large jug of milk; but do not put
" Does your Highness wish it boiled or not boiled?"
This was a difficult question. The Prince twirled
his moustache silently and looked helplessly at Kriiger.
"I hardly know," he began at last. " I should like
to try churning a little."
Kriiger was sharp enough to understand that this
wish was connected with the new machine, and, long
accustomed not to be astonished at anything in people of rank, he replied: "Then the machine must first
be scalded, otherwise the butter will taste bad; and,
besides, I must order the cream; so your Highness

must wait patiently

one hears anything about it."
When Kriiger, two days after, entered the Prince's
room, early in the morning, he found his young mas-

Proud of his confidential posihe informed him, " The Chamberlain is still
asleep, and all is ready."
The Prince hastened on tip-toes into the room.
A large can of cream was poured into the machine;
full of expectation, the Prince seated himself by the
table and said; " I will turn it myself."
He began to
ter already dressed.
tion,

turn while Kriiger looked on.

"But
ness,"

annoying;

The Prince could not

it

carefully,

me

said

Kriiger,

"and

go on with the turning."
After that Kriiger turned while the Prince looked
to

on.

do.

The Hereditary Prince covered the butter-machine
silk cloth, and when he was alone, approached

opening the cover and

"Cheer up, your Highness,"

depths.

with a

resist

High-

"It will not come, Kriiger," he said, de-

graciously permit

" It

felt

in.

regularity, your

spondingly.

looked

he

it must be done with
admonished Kriiger.

looking

deep humiliation at the silly triBut at Court one does not thorfling of his Prince.
oughly learn all the intricacies of a princely mind,
however much one may study them. Even to the
wisest chamberlain there remain certain inscrutable
in truth,

is

for a day."

"I leave everything to you," said the Prince, well
pleased; "take the machine, and be careful that no

for,

and

sitting in his chair,

the milk in the account."

whom

feelings

for the night, the Prince, contrary to

comes," cried the Prince, delighted, as he
in.

made," replied Kriiger. "Butnow comes
butter must be taken out and washed,
please your Highness?"

"Yes,

it's

other work.
if it

The

"No," said the Prince, doubtfully, "that will never
But the machine is good; bring me a spoon and
some white bread, I will fish out what I can; one must

learn to help one's self."

turned the handle, and examined the
I

To be continued.')

mechanism.

Some

days

after,

when

the valet had undressed

The hand

of little

employment has the daintier sense.

Shakspc-are.
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Mean.

"La

].-E.

work

larger

The

in preparation.

not yet the promised book;

is

Iheodicee,

za's,

I'ctre

rather an attempt at writing a

is

it

This

a philosophical poem.

it is

same time

Eqnisse d'une Philosophie de

the defect of the book,

it is

not investigating or enquiring.

is

the merit and at the

as didactic as that of Spino-

We

quote here a number of

A

passages which are so selected as to serve for a summary.

would take away much of the zest, and as the language
we fancy that our readers will prefer the

translation

simple and poetic,

is

original version.

'

conscience de plus en plus parfaite d'elle-m^me."

On

this idea the author builds the structure of his philosophy:
" L'^tre possible est I'^tre en puissance.
La puissance n'est

pas seulement

la

capacite d'etre, mais la tendance a

possible tend a se realiser,

tout 6tre

fetre:

toute virtualite a se manifester, toute

spontaneite a sedeployer: un 6tre n'est pas produit, mais se pro-

Un

duit des qu'il lui est permis de se produire.
et

en acte qu'autant

qu'il est manifeste,

fitre n'est reel

a autrui,

visible: visible

il

pour autrui; visible a soi, il est pour soi. En soi, il n'est que
puissance; pour ^tre reel, pour exister, il faut qu'il apparaisse. S'il
n'apparait qu'a autrui, il n'a de realite que relative a autrui: il n'en
a pas en soi, n'etant en soi que puissance; ni pour soi, ne se conQuand il se connait, quand il s'apparait ou se manaissant pas.
nifeste a lui-mfeme, quand il prend conscience de soi, alors seulement il a une realite vraie, absolue, alors il existe.
II existe
enfin, d'un veritable ^tre et pour soi-m^me, quand il est conscient"
" L'etre est un et multiple: I'fetre est dans les 6tres, et un
m^me 6tre dans tons les fitres; les fitres sent dans I'Stre.
L'Stre est substance et mode.
Tous les §tres sont consubstantiels.
Une meme substance est au fond de toutes les substances; une mfeme puissance, de toutes les puissances; une mfime
cause, de toutes les causes."
" L'etre universel, fond comraun de tous les ^tres, leur com-

est

mune

substance, leur

commune

puissance, leur

commune

et pri-

mitive energie, se realise d'abord ainsi, en un premier 6tre, unique,

Dieu se

Cet 6tre est Dieu.

etant premier, et parfait.
connait, puisqu'il est."

The

last

mais

trois hypostases, trois personnes,

personnages ou
determinees par trois natures irreductibles: la
Puissance, par la nature de I'fetre; I'lntelligence, par la nature de
I'intelligible; la Vie, par la nature du monde.
L'fitre est a la

roles, trois fonctions

pour

fois,

pour la sensibilite, le beau; pour
Notre theisme differe de celui qui a cours;

I'intelligence, le vrai;

la volonte, le bien.

mais,

s'il

rompt avec la tradition philosophique, il s'accommode
mieux peut-etre, a la tradition religieuse, a la croyance

aussi bien,

instinctive des peuples,

I'homme adore
tienne

'

dont

L'ame

il

a

convient que

est ce qui a

sentiment

la

invincible
'

qui

fait

Tout

que

naturellement chre-

philosophie tienne compte."

conscience de

soi,

le

corps est

I'autre, le
fitre

pour soi-m6me esprit, et pour autrui matiere; nous ne percevons rien hors de nous que matiere, et les
esprits mfimes, des qu'ils entrent en communication avec nous, revfitent pour nous un aspect materiel.
L'esprit et la matiere ne
different que d'aspect.
La monade a peine consciente, puissance
de premier degre, sourde volonte d'etre, est matiere ou element de
matiere; un jour elle sera esprit.
La monade prise en soi, a part
etre est

des autres sur lesquelles elle agit

et

qui agissent sur

elle, est esprit,

en puissance ou en acte; un agregat de monades est matiere. La
monade enfin, consciente de soi, est esprit pour elle-meme; elle est
matiere dans le rapport a d'autres formant ensemble et avec elle

une masse perceptible a autrui."
"Helas! helas! I'homme pouvait pecher, il pecha.
Tout
est bien, absolument parlant: et il n'y a point de mal, puisque tout
II faut done concevoir un mal qui soit un
est ce qu'il doit etre.
bien; un ordre universel dont uncertain desordre fasse partie.
Tout etre est divin; mais I'homme Test excellement; I'homme est
un dieu, car il est maitre de son vouloir, capable d'un bien qui sera
son oeuvre, auteur

et

comme createur de

son etrefutur:

Nous voulons naturellement le bien, qui est
La liberte fait le bien ou le mal, fait
'

'

gradation de

heur ou

le

il

est libra.

l'etre."
la perfection

ou

la

de-

I'accroissement ou I'amoindrissement, et le bon-

l'etre,

malheur

a la suite.

Dans

le

monde

qui est

le notre, la

peche la souffrance."
que le Christ soit un personnage ayant historiquement vecu, ou ne soit que I'Homme ideal.
Les Ge-

liberte a fait le peche, et le

"

II

n'importe

ici

Puissants secondent la Providence, et font son oeuvre.
Ces esprits forment avec Dieu une societe, une Cite parfaite dont
La loi de cette Cite des esprits est I'amour.
il est le roi.
Et
nies, les

telle estl'Eglise: la societe

sentence contains a fallacy which leads the author to

ce

a ce fond de I'ame

et prie,

contraire uni a elle pour la determiner et I'exprimer en son
fini.

Mr. J.-E. Alaux uses as his motto a passage from J. Lachelier;
Tout 6tre est une force, et toute force une pensee qui tend a une

'

l'etre reel."

Puissance, I'lntelligence et la Vie en Dieu ne sont pas

trois attributs,

Alaux has written two works, Dc la Mctap/iysiqiie
consideree comme Science, and Analyse Mi'.taphysique.
These works,
we are informed by the author in the preface of the above mentioned little book, are only programs which will be explained by a

M.

de commencement, mais de

virtue), qui n'a point

EsguissE d'une Philosophie de L'Etre. Par J.-E.Alaiix. Paris:

Ill

des rachetes.

Les justes rachetent,

les faibles sont rachetes."

theism.
L'infinite

'

'

du

mais un pouvoir

L'etre infini n'est pas acte

qui ne pent ^tre
fait,

(If

en

il

fait

God
le

is

fait,

mais puissance

infini,

Dieu ne

le

fait pas;

puissance a

I'fetre

du

en acte.

et,

et
II

ing attention to the causes of sectional division arising from sla-

c'est-a-dire

de

permet toujours, au-dela de toute etendue

un

l'etre

en

realisee,

de

La

Force supreme du monde, le principe inetendu de I'etendue uniune monade presente a tous les 6tres, qui tiennent

verselle, est

lumiere et leur

fitres

de

I'fitre

pose

le

en a un:

monde

commencement;

c'est I'acte qui le pose.

est le

vie.

Tel

est le

etendus; telle est I'indivisible

ubiquite de Dieu."
" La puissance d'etre n'a pas de

I'existence

L'acte par lequel Dieu

commencement du monde.

Chicago: A, C. Mc-

fitre.

est

il

nouvelles realisations d'etendue pour de nouveaux ^tres.

rapport de I'Etre immense aux

Albert Shaiv.

cree le monde,

Toute etendu reelle est finie, et le
mais I'infini de I'etendu possible, qui

d'elle leur &tre, leur chaleur, leur

The National Revenues.
Clurg & Co.

This is a collection of papers by American economists, edited
by Mr. Shaw, himself a writer on the same line of topics. The
essays are preceded by an introductory chapter where, after call-

Ce

infinie.

de ce qui pent ^tre

est l'etre,

a being?)

non-&tre a l'etre,

toujours des limites;

est I'espace,

II

how can he be

faisant passer

monde a

libre d'agir

ce qu'il veut faire.
Being,

une extension infinie,
on de n'agir pas.

parfait ^tre n'est point

infini d'agir,

Non de

l'etre

very and the

civil

war, which have hindered the free discussion of

now premises that we have outgrown
harmony of interests and recognized oneness of destiny " we can give ourselves to the study of
The contents of the book which
questions of national concern.
follow deal with such topics as Protective Tariff, Taxation, Wages
and the Tariff, etc. Most of the writers are well known college
professors, including such names as Henry C. Adams of Michigan

political topics, the writer

these differences, so that "with

University,

Anson D. Morse

of Amherst,

Francis A. Walker of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and others of equal
This little volume contains much useful information in
note.

convenient shape and

is

a desirable addition to

the student of political economy.

the

library
c. p.

w.

of
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WHAT MIND

In opposition to Prof. Cope, the Editor explains
his view of mind. The qualitative faculties are a

IS.

In No. 40.

Prof. E. D. Cope

THE NATURE OF MIND.
By the Editor of The Open Court. No. 40
Professor Cope gives in clear and comprehensive
outlines his view of mind; he opposes Materialism
and Dualism, stating that "the situation is moHowever, " as the «>Ko«ni' of thought can
nistic."
most assuredly be measured, but the quality of
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